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Chronic nicotine, but not suramin or resveratrol, partially 
remediates the mania-like profile of dopamine transporter 
knockdown mice

Molly A. Kwiatkowski1, Benjamin Z. Roberts1, Jordy van Enkhuizen1, Baohu Ji1, Xianjin 
Zhou1, Jared W. Young1,2

1Department of Psychiatry, University of California, San Diego

2Research Service, VA San Diego Healthcare System

Abstract

Bipolar disorder (BD) is a severe mental illness affecting 2% of the global population. Current 

pharmacotherapies provide incomplete symptom remediation, highlighting the need for novel 

therapeutics. BD is characterized by fluctuations between mania and depression, likely driven 

by shifts between hyperdopaminergia and hypercholinergia, respectively. Hyperdopaminergia may 

result from insufficient activity of the dopamine transporter (DAT), the primary mediator of 

synaptic dopamine clearance. The DAT knockdown (DAT KD) mouse recreates this mechanism 

and exhibits a highly reproducible hyperexploratory profile in the cross-species translatable 

Behavioral Pattern Monitor (BPM) that is: a) consistent with that observed in BD mania patients; 

and b) partially normalized by chronic lithium and valproate treatment. The DAT KD/BPM 

model of mania therefore exhibits high levels of face-, construct-, and predictive-validity for the 

pre-clinical assessment of putative anti-mania drugs. Three different drug regimens – chronic 

nicotine (nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR) agonist; 40mg/kg/d, 26d), subchronic suramin 

(anti-purinergic;20mg/kg, 1×/wk, 4wks), and subchronic resveratrol (striatal DAT upregulator; 

20mg/kg/d, 4d) – were administered to separate cohorts of male and female DAT KD- and 

wildtype (WT) littermate mice, and exploration was assessed in the BPM. Throughout, DAT KD 

mice exhibited robust hyperexploratory profiles relative to WTs. Nicotine partially normalized 

this behavior. Resveratrol modestly upregulated DAT expression but did not normalize DAT 

KD behavior. These results support the mania-like profile of DAT KD mice, which may be 

partially remediated by nAChR agonists via restoration of disrupted catecholaminergic/cholinergic 

equilibrium. Delineating the precise mechanism of action of nicotine could identify more selective 

therapeutic targets.
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Introduction

Bipolar disorder (BD) is a life-long and often life-threatening mental illness that occurs in 

approximately 2% of the global population (Merikangas et al., 2011). BD is characterized 

by mood fluctuations between mania and depression (Grande et al., 2016) that may reflect 

extreme shifts between hyperdopaminergia and hypercholinergia, respectively (Ashok et al., 

2017; van Enkhuizen et al., 2015). Homeostatic control of dopamine levels is primarily 

mediated by dopamine transporters (DAT), suggesting that this hyperdopaminergia may be 

at least partially driven by altered DAT expression/function in patients with BD.

Consistent with this potential for DAT alterations to give rise to BD-related behaviors, 

gene polymorphisms have been linked to BD pathogenesis (Greenwood et al., 2006, 2001; 

Pinsonneault et al., 2011), which may result in reduced DAT expression (Horschitz et al., 

2005). Indeed, DAT binding and expression is reduced in the BD dorsal caudate (Anand 

et al., 2011). DAT knockdown (KD) mice, which express DAT at 10% of normal levels 

(Zhuang et al., 2001), model this hypoexpression phenotype and exhibit reproducible mania-

like behaviors in the cross-species translatable Behavioral Pattern Monitor (BPM). The 

BPM characterizes the unconditioned motor behavior of rodents and humans on three major 

axes: general activity/locomotion, exploration, and ambulatory path pattern. Acutely manic 

(Perry et al., 2009), and, to a lesser extent, euthymic-state (Minassian et al., 2011) BD 

patients exhibit a characteristic motor profile of hyperactivity, increased exploration, and 

straightened path trajectory in the BPM that is reproduced by the DAT KD mouse with 

remarkable consistency (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019; Perry et al., 2009; Young et al., 2007; 

Zhuang et al., 2001). Critically, chronic valproate partially remediates this shared BPM 

profile in a manner that is consistent across species (Minassian et al., 2011; van Enkhuizen 

et al., 2013; Young and Dulcis, 2015). This finding establishes the pharmacological 

predictive validity of the DAT KD model of mania, which, in combination with the robust 

reproducibility of the hyperactivity profile of the DAT KD mouse (Kwiatkowski et al., 

2019) and the construct- and face-validity indicated by the interspecies similarities in DAT 

expression and locomotor profiles, enables the use of this paradigm to assess putative 

therapies for aspects of BD mania.

Novel pharmacotherapies are urgently needed for this patient population given the 

incomplete effectiveness and side-effects of current treatments. Consistent with observations 

in the BPM (Milienne-Petiot et al., 2017; van Enkhuizen et al., 2013), current medications 

provide an incomplete remediation of BD mania, with meta-analyses reporting only 

moderate effect sizes (Cipriani et al., 2011; Yildiz et al., 2011). Efforts to address this 

need are hindered by a lack of knowledge of mania pathogenesis, regarding which a 

number of hypotheses have been formulated. The catecholaminergic-cholinergic balance 

hypothesis, for example, postulates that mania symptoms reflect low cholinergic versus 

catecholaminergic activity in the brain (van Enkhuizen et al., 2015). This hypothesis is 

supported by studies demonstrating that increasing cholinergic activation reverses symptoms 

of mania (Dulawa and Janowsky, 2019). Following this model, it may be possible for a 

nicotinic acetylcholine receptor agonist (e.g., nicotine, the active component of tobacco 

smoke) to exert a similar effect. Interestingly, tobacco use is highly prevalent in BD 
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populations – patients with histories of mania have a 3.9× greater likelihood of tobacco 

dependence than individuals without psychiatric illness (Grant et al., 2004). Nicotine may 

therefore play a role in the management and prevention of manic symptoms.

Alternative hypotheses of BD mechanisms include the purinergic hypothesis, which posits 

that disruption of purinergic signaling gives rise to mania symptoms (Machado-Vieira et al., 

2002). Purines play an important role in the regulation of neurotransmission and metabolic 

processes (Zarate and Manji, 2008). Enhanced purinergic metabolism, as indicated by high 

levels of uric acid (UA), have been associated with greater impulsivity in humans and 

mice (Sutin et al., 2014), as well as with severe manic symptoms in patients with BD 

(Machado-Vieira et al., 2002). Indeed, two placebo-controlled clinical trials reported that 

reduction of UA formation via the addition of allopurinol, a xanthine oxidase inhibitor, to 

mood-stabilizing pharmacotherapies significantly reduced manic symptoms in BD patients 

(Akhondzadeh et al., 2006; Machado-Vieira et al., 2008). Limiting the conversion of 

xanthine to UA in such a manner leads to elevations in upstream compoundsin the purine 

degradation pathway, including the purine ribonucleoside adenosine, an agonist at the 

P1 G protein-coupled purinergic receptor (Cheffer et al., 2018). The A2A subtype of P1 

receptors is highly expressed in striatal neurons, and inhibitors of these receptors have 

been demonstrated to have neuroprotective effects (Boison, 2008). Suramin, which inhibits 

activation of heterotrimeric G-proteins and thereby blocks downstream signaling (including 

atthe A2A receptor), normalizes social behavior, novelty preference, and metabolism in 

a mouse model of autism (Naviaux et al., 2014), and may also prove beneficial to the 

treatment of BD mania.

Given the construct (Anand et al., 2011) and pharmacological predictive validity (van 

Enkhuizen et al., 2013) of the DAT KD mouse model of BD, directly addressing the 

most likely cause of the DAT KD mania-like behavioral profile, DAT hypoexpression, may 

itself yield important information regarding BD pathogenesis. Subchronic administration 

of resveratrol, a naturally occurring phytoestrogen with anti-apoptotic, anti-aging, and anti-

oxidant properties, increases striatal DAT expression in female wildtype (WT) mice (Di 

Liberto et al., 2012). A similar treatment regimen may therefore increase DAT levels in DAT 

KD mice, and thereby normalize their mania-like profile in the BPM.

In order to assess the therapeutic potential of each of these drugs, separate cohorts of DAT 

KD mice and WT littermates were treated with: a) chronic nicotine, b) subchronic suramin, 

or c) subchronic resveratrol, and then assessed in the cross-species translatable BPM. Each 

of these treatments was hypothesized to differentially affect DAT KD versus WT mice in the 

BPM, resulting in a partial remediation of the mania-like profile of the DAT KD mice in the 

BPM. The results of these investigations will serve to identify novel pathways and biological 

processes that may be targeted to ameliorate symptoms of mania.

Materials & Methods

Animals

DAT KD and WT littermates were bred in-house using heterozygous breeding pairs. Mice 

were housed in tetrads by genotype in transparent plastic boxes in a climate-controlled 
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room maintained on a 12-hour light/dark schedule (7:00 AM-7:00 PM dark). Testing was 

conducted during the dark phase of the animals’ light/dark schedules. Food and water 

were available ad libitum, except during testing. Mice were bred, raised, and maintained 

in a dedicated animal facility approved by the American Association for Accreditation of 

Laboratory Animal Care (AAALAC). All procedures were approved by the University of 

California San Diego Animal Care and Use Committee.

Study 1: Chronic Nicotine

Animals—The effects of chronic nicotine on locomotor and exploratory behavior were 

assessed in male DAT KD- and wildtype (WT) C57BL6/J mice (DAT KD: N=30, 23–32 g; 

WT: N=27, 26–34 g). Mice were between 50 & 60 weeks of age at time of testing.

Procedure—DAT KD- and WT mice were chronically infused with either vehicle or 

(−)nicotine hydrogen tartrate at a rate of 40 mg/kg/day for 26 days, at which point they 

were assessed in the BPM for 60 min. Nicotine was dissolved in sterile 0.9% saline solution 

and was pH-adjusted to 7±0.5 using sodium hydroxide. Infusions were delivered by ALZET 

mini-osmotic pumps (Model 2004) at a pumping rate of 0.25 μL/h (±0.05 μL/h). Prior to 

surgical implantation, pumps were filled and primed in room temperature saline for 40–48 

h. Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane (1–3% in oxygen) and were operated on using 

the following procedure. Ahead of the initial incision, the surgical site (area around the 

back of the neck) was shaved, and then sterilized with betadine. Once sterilized, an incision 

was made and subsequently enlarged by blunt dissection to create a pouch large enough to 

accommodate the pump. The pump (pre-filled) was then inserted into this pouch, oriented 

such that the flow modulator was directed caudally. The incision was closed using 9 mm 

wound clips (MikRon Precision, Inc., Gardena, CA). Subcutaneous baytril (5 mg/kg) and 

flunixamine (2.5 mg/kg) were administered post-operatively in order to prevent infection 

and minimize pain. All drugs and reagents were acquired from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, 

MO). Drug doses were chosen based on previously reported nicotine effects in mice (Hall et 

al., 2015; Higa et al., 2017; Portugal and Gould, 2009).

Study 2: Subchronic Suramin

Animals—The effects of subchronic suramin on locomotor and exploratory behavior 

were assessed in male and female DAT KD- and WT littermate mice (DAT KD: N=30; 

females=15, 20–24 g; males=15, 23–28 g) (WT: N=33; females=17, 19–24 g; males=16, 

24–29 g), all of which were 12–14 weeks of age at time of testing.

Procedure—DAT KD- and WT mice received weekly intraperitoneal injections of either 

suramin (20 mg/kg; DAT KD: females=6, males=10; WT: females=11, males=6) or vehicle 

(saline; DAT KD: females=5, males=9; WT: females=10, males=6) for 4 weeks. Mice were 

assessed in the BPM for 45 min on the day after the final injection. Drug doses were chosen 

based on previously reported suramin effects in mice (Naviaux et al., 2015, 2013).

Study 3: Subchronic Resveratrol

Animals—The effects of subchronic resveratrol on locomotor and exploratory behavior 

were assessed in two cohorts each of female DAT KD- and WT C57BL6/J mice, one cohort 
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aged 50 weeks (N=24; DAT KD=11, 23–32 g; WT=13, 26–34 g) and the other aged 18–20 

weeks (N=32; DAT KD=11, 20–22 g; WT=21, 19–23 g).

Procedure—DAT KD- and WT mice received daily intraperitoneal injections of either 

resveratrol (20 mg/kg; DAT KD=11, WT=18) or vehicle (25% DMSO, 25% ethanol, 50% 

saline; DAT KD=11, WT=16) for 4 days following a between-subjects design. Injections 

were administered at a volume of 5 ml/kg. All drugs and reagents were obtained from 

Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). On the 7th day following the final injection, mice were 

assessed in the BPM for 60 min. The dose selected was the same dose reported to induce 

DAT upregulation in striatum of female mice (Di Liberto et al., 2012).

Following previously published methodologies (Ji et al., 2014), striata of these DAT KD 

and WT mice (DAT KD: N=10; WT: N=8) were dissected and homogenized in Passive 

Lysis Buffer (PLB) (Promega, WI) with 0.2% Sarkosyl and 1× protease inhibitor cocktail 

(Sigma, MO, P8340). After sonication, solubilized striatum was centrifuged at 10,000xg. 

The protein concentrations of the supernatant were measured via the Bradford method 

(Abs. 595 nm). 20μg total proteins from each sample were separated with 4–20% gradient 

polyacrylamide gel. After electrophoresis, proteins were transferred onto PVDF membranes. 

The membranes were first blocked with 5% non-fat dry milk in TBST buffer (pH 7.5, 

10 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, and 0.1% Tween 20) at room temperature for 1 h. 

After blocking, the membranes were incubated with the rat anti-DAT monoclonal antibody 

(diluted 1:1,000; sc-32258 Santa Cruz Biotechnology, CA, USA) at 4°C overnight. After 

washing three times, the membranes were further incubated with horseradish peroxidase-

conjugated anti-rat IgG (1:5,000, sc-2006) for 1.5 h at room temperature before visualization 

with chemiluminescence (Amersham ECL). DAT expression was quantified with Image 

J. To normalize DAT expression between different samples, β-actin was measured on 

the membranes with mouse monoclonal anti-β-actin antibodies (sc-47778, Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology 1:5000) and secondary HRP-conjugated anti-mouse IgG antibodies.

Behavioral Pattern Monitor (BPM)

The unconditioned motor and exploratory behavior of DAT KD and WT mice was 

characterized using the Behavioral Pattern Monitor (BPM). The BPM comprised a 30.5 

× 61 cm arena that was monitored by two sets of infrared photobeams, disruptions of 

which were recorded by microcomputer and used to ascertain animals’ location and activity 

from moment to moment. Animals’ X-Y coordinates were provided by a 12 × 24 grid of 

photobeams positioned 1 cm above the floor, while rearing behavior, either against the walls 

or into the air, was captured by a second array of 16 photobeams traversing the chamber at 

a height of 2.5 cm. The BPM also contained 11 photobeam-monitored apertures distributed 

across the walls and floor that mice could investigate via nosepoke. The arena was enclosed 

by 38 cm-high Plexiglas walls that appeared opaque to the mice but permitted the passage of 

photobeams. 8 BPM chambers were used in the present studies, each of which was enclosed 

within a ventilated sound-attenuating cabinet and illuminated by a single light source above 

the arena (producing 350 lux in the center, 92 lux in thecorners). Photobeam arrays were 

sampled at 100-msec intervals.
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The BPM provided a multivariate readout of general activity levels, specific locomotor 

behavior, exploration, and path patterns. General activity levels were reported by the counts 
variable – the total number of photobeam disruptions of any kind recorded during the 

session. Locomotor activity was ascertained from the total distance traveled within the 

session, and from the total number of times mice crossed from one region of the field to 

another (transitions). Exploratory behavior was quantified using the holepokes (number of 

investigatory nosepokes into the apertures) and rears measures. Animals’ path trajectories 

were quantified by the spatial d metric, a measure of hierarchical/geometric organization of 

behavior in which values approaching 2 represent highly circumscribed movement patterns 

and values approaching 1 describe straight-line trajectories.

The effects of chronic nicotine and subchronic resveratrol on locomotor and exploratory 

behavior were characterized within 60 min BPM sessions, while the effects of subchronic 

suramin were assessed in 45 min sessions. Water was used to thoroughly clean the floors and 

walls of the chambers between runs and was subsequently wiped dry in random patterns in 

order to disrupt any residual scent trails left over from previous mice.

Statistics

Outcome measures of the BPM were analyzed via three- and four factor ANOVA for each 

of the three studies. Study 1 (chronic nicotine) data were analyzed using 20-min observation 

bin as a within-subjects factor and genotype and treatment as between-subjects factors. 

Study 2 (subchronic suramin) data were analyzed using 15-min bin as a within-subjects 

factor and genotype, sex, and treatment as between-subjects factors. Study 3 (subchronic 

resveratrol) data were analyzed via four factor ANOVA, with 20-min bin as a within-

subjects factor, and genotype, treatment, and age as between-subjects factors. Statistically 

significant interactions between two or more factors (p<0.05) were investigated by follow-up 

ANOVAs, as were near-significant interactions (p<0.10) predicted by the a priori hypothesis 

that each treatment would differentially affect the locomotor and exploratory behavior of 

DAT KD mice versus WT mice.

Prior to statistical analysis of Western blot data (Study 3), DAT expression levels were 

normalized to β-actin levels for each sample. These resultant values were then normalized to 

the group means of the respective vehicle-treated groups and expressed as a percentage, e.g.:

DAT ExpressionDAT KD + Resveratrol
Mean DAT ExpressionDAT KD + V eℎicle

× 100 %

These percentages were then averaged across samples, generating mean percent DAT 

expression values for each genotype/treatment combination. Fold-changes between 

resveratrol- versus vehicle-treated DAT KD and WT mice were then calculated by dividing 

mean percent DAT expression values (resveratrol/vehicle) within each genotype. The DAT 

hypoexpression phenotype of the DAT KD mouse was verified via a one-tailed t-test 

comparing the initial β-actin-normalized values from vehicle-treated DAT KD mice versus 

vehicle-treated WT mice. Two-tailed t-tests were used to compare fold-changes between: 1) 

resveratrol- versus vehicle-treated DAT KD mice; and 2) resveratrol- versus vehicle-treated 
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WT mice. All data were analyzed using SPSS 25.0 (Chicago, IL) and were represented 

graphically by mean and standard error of the mean.

Results

Study 1: Nicotine (Chronic)

Outcome variables of the BPM were analyzed via three factor ANOVA using 20-min 

observation bin as a within-subjects factor, and genotype and treatment as between-subjects 

factors. Main effects of genotype were observed on overall activity [counts; F(1,48)=29.0, 

p<0.001; Fig. 1A] and on both measures of locomotion – transitions [F(1,48)=21.2, p<0.001; 

Fig. 1B] and distance traveled [F(1,48)=29.7, p<0.001; Fig. 1C]. No main effects of chronic 

nicotine treatment were observed on any of these measures [F’s<1.3, n.s.]. Genotype × 

treatment interactions were observed on counts [F(1,48)=4.6, p<0.05], transitions [F(1,48)=4.5, 

p<0.05], and distance traveled [F(1,48)=4.7, p<0.05], revealing that chronic nicotine reduced 

overall activity [F(1,26)=6.3, p<0.05; Fig. 1A] and tendency for distance traveled [F(1,26)=3.5, 

p=0.073; Fig. 1C] in DAT KD mice only.

Genotype did not affect holepoking [F<1.4, n.s.; Fig. 1D], though chronic nicotine tended 

to non-specifically reduce this behavior across genotypes [F(1,48)=3.4, p=0.070]. Given 

that we had hypothesized a priori that nicotine would exert genotype-specific effects on 

specific exploration, planned separate analyses of DAT KD and WT holepoking data were 

conducted. These analyses revealed a significant reduction of holepoking behavior in DAT 

KD mice only [F(1,28)=6.0, p<0.05]. DAT KD mice reared significantly more frequently 

than WT mice [F(1,48)=8.6, p<0.01; Fig. 1E], regardless of treatment [F<1, n.s.]. DAT KD 

mice demonstrated significantly lower spatial d than WT mice [F(1,48)=11.4, p<0.01; Fig. 

1F], indicating straighter path trajectories. No main or interactive effects of treatment were 

observed on these measures [F’s<1.2, n.s.].

Significant main effects of 20-min observation bin were observed on counts [F(2,96)=76.5, 

p<0.001], transitions [F(2,96)=58.4, p<0.001], distance traveled [F(2,96)=83.9, p<0.001], 

holepoking [F(2,96)=6.6, p<0.01], and rearing [F(2,96)=18.8, p<0.001], indicating habituation-

related decrements in each measure across the testing session. Significant bin × genotype 

[F(2,96)=6.2, p<0.01] and bin × treatment interactions [F(2,96)=3.2, p<0.05], but not a bin × 

genotype × treatment interaction, were observed on counts; the results of follow-up analyses 

were inconclusive. Similar interactions of bin and genotype [F(2,96)=2.7, p=0.070] and of 

bin and treatment [F(2,96)=2.6, p=0.080] were observed on transitions and distance traveled 

[bin × genotype: F(2,96)=2.7, p=0.070; bin × treatment: F(2,96)=2.6, p<0.080], though these 

effects failed to reach statistical significance.

Study 2: Suramin (Subchronic)

Primary outcome variables of the BPM were analyzed via four factor ANOVA, using 

15-min observation bin as a within-subjects factor, and sex, genotype, and treatment as 

between-subjects factors. These analyses revealed the same effects of genotype on counts 

[F(1,55)=52.4, p<0.001; Fig. 2A], transitions [F(1,55)=17.7, p<0.001; Fig. 2B], and distance 

traveled [F(1,55)=22.8, p<0.001; Fig. 2C] that were observed in Study 1. No main or 
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interactive effects of sex or treatment were observed on these measures [F’s<2.5, n.s.; 

Fig. 2A–C]. Significant main effects of sex [F(1,55)=6.3, p<0.05] and genotype [F(1,55)=7.5, 

p<0.01], as well as a sex × genotype interaction [F(1,55)=5.6, p<0.05], were observed on 

holepoking, with male DAT KD mice demonstrating significantly less holepoking behavior 

than females [F(1,28)=14.6, p<0.01; Fig. 2D]. Significantly more rears were performed by 

DAT KD mice than WT mice [F(1,55)=15.7, p<0.001; Fig. 2E]. Neither sex nor treatment 

significantly affected rearing behavior, though a non-significant trend toward sex × genotype 

interaction was observed on total rears [F(1,55)=3.5, p=0.067]; follow-up analyses of this 

trend were not conducted. As in the nicotine study, DAT KD mice demonstrated straighter 

path trajectories than WT controls, indicated by lower spatial d values [F(1,55)=7.2, p<0.05; 

Fig. 2F]. No main or interactive effects of sex or treatment were observed on spatial d 

[F’s<1, n.s.].

Main effects of bin were observed on counts [F(2,110)=217.6, p<0.001], transitions 

[F(2,110)=118.2, p<0.001], and distance traveled [F(2,110)=203.3, p<0.001], indicating 

motor habituation across the session. Genotype significantly interacted with bin on 

counts [F(2,110)=11.3, p<0.001], transitions [F(2,110)=5.5 p<0.01], and distance traveled 

[F(2,110)=5.6, p<0.01]. Follow-up analyses of these bin × genotype interactions were 

conducted, but the results did not reveal any markedly differential effect of genotype across 

the session – DAT KD mice exhibited significantly more activity than WT mice within 

each bin, as measured by each of these three variables [F’s>14, p’s<0.001]. Treatment 

significantly interacted with bin on transitions [F(2,110)=4.1, p<0.05] and distance traveled 

[F(2,110)=5.6, p<0.01], and non-significantly on counts [F(2,110)=2.8, p=0.065]; follow-up 

analyses failed to identify any significant bin-specific effect of suramin [F’s<1.3, n.s.]. 

Sex also interacted with bin on counts [F(2,110)=17.5, p<0.001], transitions [F(2,110)=12.8, 

p<0.001], and distance traveled [F(2,110)=23.4, p<0.001]; given that these latter interactions 

were between sex and bin alone, and did not implicate either genotype or drug, follow-up 

analyses were not conducted. No three- or four-way interactions between bin and genotype, 

sex, or treatment were observed on any measures [F’s<2.3].

Study 3: Resveratrol (Subchronic)

Primary outcome variables of the BPM were analyzed via four-factor ANOVA, using 20-min 

observation bin as a within-subjects factor, and genotype, treatment, and age (52 weeks vs 

18–20 weeks) as between-subjects factors. Age did not significantly interact with genotype 

or treatment on any measure (p’s>0.10), so mice from both age groups were treated as a 

single cohort for purposes of interpretation. As in the nicotine and suramin studies, main 

effects of genotype were observed on counts [F(1,48)=24.3, p<0.001; Fig. 3A], transitions 

[F(1,48)=18.0, p<0.001; Fig. 3B], and distance traveled [F(1,48)=23.5, p<0.001; Fig. 3C], 

with DAT KD mice demonstrating higher levels of each measure. No main or interactive 

effects of treatment were observed on any of these measures, however [F’s<1.2, n.s.]. Main 

effects of genotype [F(1,48)=10.5, p<0.01] and treatment [F(1,48)=5.3, p<0.05] indicated more 

frequent holepoking behavior in DAT KD mice and in resveratrol-treated mice, with a 

weak, non-significant trend toward genotype × treatment interaction [F(1,48)=2.8, p=0.098]; 

follow-up analysis of this interaction revealed that resveratrol increased holepoking in DAT 

KD mice only [F(1,20)=4.8, p<0.05; Fig. 3D]. DAT KD mice also completed more rears than 
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WT mice [F(1,48)=19.9, p<0.001]; no main or interactive effects of treatment were observed 

on rearing behavior [F’s<1.5, n.s.; Fig. 3E]. As in the nicotine and suramin studies, DAT KD 

mice displayed significantly lower spatial d than WT mice [F(1,48)=5.4, p<0.05; Fig. 3F], 

indicating significantly straighter path trajectories which were not affected by resveratrol.

Main effects of 20-min observation bin were observed on counts [F(2,96)=174.7, p<0.001], 

transitions [F(2,96)=139.7, p<0.001], distance traveled [F(2,96)=176.2, p<0.001], holepoking 

[F(2,96)=11.8, p<0.001], and rearing [F(2,96)=117.0, p<0.001], indicating a decrement in 

locomotor and exploratory activity across the testing session. Although bin did not 

significantly interact with genotype on counts [F<2.4, n.s.] or distance traveled [F<2.4, 

n.s.], a significant bin × genotype interaction was observed on transitions [F(2,96)=3.6, 

p<0.05]; follow-up analyses were inconclusive. No two- or three-way interactions were 

observed between treatment and bin on these measures [F’s<1, n.s.]. Bin did not interact 

with genotype or treatment on holepoking or rearing behavior [F’s<1.7, n.s.].

The DAT hypoexpression phenotype of the DAT KD mouse was confirmed via Western 

Blot analysis [t(7)=−25.65, p<0.001]; DAT expression in the striata of DAT KD mice was 

approximately 10% that in WT mice, as has been previously described (Zhuang et al., 2001). 

Further analysis revealed that subchronic resveratrol treatment increased DAT expression in 

both DAT KD [1.55 fold-change; t(8) = 2.9, p<0.05] and WT mice [1.13 fold-change; t(6) = 

3.6, p=0.01] compared to respective vehicle-treated groups (Fig. 4).

Discussion

When assessed in the cross-species translatable behavioral pattern monitor (BPM), 

dopamine transporter knock-down (DAT KD) mice reliably demonstrated a pattern of 

hyperexploration consistent with that of patients with bipolar disorder (BD) mania. 

Specifically, in each of the three studies, DAT KD mice exhibited increased motor activity, 

increased specific exploration, and straightened path trajectories relative to wildtype (WT) 

littermate controls (Figs. 1–3), as do BD mania patients relative to healthy participants 

(Minassian et al., 2011, 2010; Perry et al., 2009). Chronic nicotine, but not subchronic 

suramin or resveratrol, partially normalized this hyperactivity (Fig. 1A–C) and reduced 

holepoking behavior in male DAT KD mice (Fig. 1D). Western blot analysis of DAT KD and 

WT striata confirmed baseline DAT hypoexpression in the DAT KD cohort, and indicated 

an upregulation of striatal DAT in both lines following resveratrol treatment. The present 

findings illustrate the high fidelity of the mania-like profile of DAT KD mice (Kwiatkowski 

et al., 2019), as well as their utility in testing novel treatments. These data also support a role 

for long-term cholinergic agonism in the management of BD mania (Dulawa and Janowsky, 

2019).

A recent meta-analysis of BPM data from >20 cohorts of DAT KD mice found that 

these mice reliably demonstrated significantly elevated levels of activity and exploration 

relative to WT littermates, as well as a significant shift toward straight-line path trajectories 

(Kwiatkowski et al., 2019). This consistency was observed across each of the three present 

studies as well, as measured by counts, transitions, distance traveled, rears, and spatial 

d. Holepoking behavior was somewhat more variable, meanwhile, with main effects of 
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genotype observed only in the suramin and resveratrol studies, and only in females in the 

former. The variability observed on this measure is not inconsistent with extant literature, 

however. Indeed, of the outcome variables examined in the recent meta-analysis, holepoking 

was found to be the least reliable (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019). Therefore, while male DAT 

KD mice did not demonstrate increased holepoking activity during the nicotine or suramin 

studies, the observed genotype effects on rearing, general activity, and spatial d nevertheless 

indicate robust mania-like profiles within those cohorts. Consistent with previous reports 

(Milienne-Petiot et al., 2017; Perry et al., 2009; van Enkhuizen et al., 2014, 2013; Young 

et al., 2010), no main or interactive effects of sex were observed on measures of general 

activity (counts, transitions, or distance traveled) during the suramin study (Fig. 2A–C), 

though as noted above, a significant sex × genotype interaction did reveal that only female 

DAT KD exhibited elevated holepoking.

Chronic treatment with the non-specific nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAChR) agonist 

nicotine reduced counts (Fig. 1A), distance traveled (Fig. 1C), and holepoking (Fig. 1D) in 

DAT KD mice only, thus partially remediating their manic phenotype and supporting our 

hypothesis that increasing cholinergic signaling would be beneficial to patients with BD. 

This remediation is incomplete, however, given that nicotine did not affect rearing (Fig. 

1E) or spatial d (Fig. 1F), and that post-hoc analysis of a drug × genotype interaction 

(p<0.05) on transitions failed to reveal any significant DAT KD-specific normalization (Fig. 

1B). Importantly, the measures of the BPM are dissociable, and it is not uncommon for 

them to be differentially affected by individual pharmacological manipulations; for example, 

valproic acid, a front-line treatment for BD, reduced transitions (i.e., hyperlocomotion) in 

DAT KD mice, but did not affect exploratory holepoking or rearing (van Enkhuizen et 

al., 2013). Nicotine, which affected holepoking but not rearing behavior, demonstrated a 

similar selectivity. Holepoking (the human analogue of which is interaction with objects 

placed around the BPM) is reflective of targeted, inspective exploration, whereas rearing 

is more closely tied to overall locomotor activity, and considered to reflect nonspecific, 

diversive exploratory behavior (Tanaka et al., 2012). Taken with the marginality of effect 

on the two explicit measures of locomotion – distance traveled (p=0.073) and transitions 

(non-significant post hoc) – this selectivity of nicotine for inspective versus diversive 

exploration may indicate that it primarily targets those frontal systems underlying specific 

exploration, while affecting motor activation secondarily (Young et al., 2016). Interestingly, 

holepoking behavior in DAT KD mice modestly correlates with risk preference in the Iowa 

Gambling Task (on which both DAT KD mice and BD patients exhibit deficits) (Young 

et al., 2019, 2011), and increased object interactions correlates with impaired performance 

on the Wisconsin Card Sorting Task in methamphetamine-dependent humans (Henry et 

al., 2011). Such correlations may form the basis of future studies of risk-preference and 

cognition in nicotine-treated DAT KD mice (see below).

The partial remediation of the DAT KD behavioral phenotype by nicotine is in line 

with the catecholaminergic-cholinergic balance model of BD pathology, which posits 

that symptoms of mania result from decreased cholinergic- vs. catecholaminergic activity 

(van Enkhuizen et al., 2015). Chronic nicotine administration ultimately induces long-

term upregulation of most classes of nAChRs (Gentry and Lukas, 2002), which may 

produce symptom remediation via restoration of catecholaminergic-cholinergic equilibrium. 
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Indeed, this hypothesis is substantiated by findings that acetylcholinesterase inhibitors (e.g., 

physostigmine) also mitigate mania symptoms, ostensibly via a similar enhancement of 

cholinergic signaling (Dulawa and Janowsky, 2019) (such treatments are also likely to 

induce a depressive episode, however, an effect not observed following chronic nicotine). 

Importantly, nicotine does not affect all nAChR subtypes in the same manner, raising the 

possibility that its putative therapeutic effects are mediated by specific receptor subtypes 

rather than by gross enhancement of cholinergic signaling. For example, chronic nicotine 

induces downregulation of striatal α6-containing (α6*) nAChRs (Lai et al., 2005), a 

population of receptors involved in dopamine release (Salminen et al., 2004). Mice with 

gain-of-function mutations of the α6*nAChR exhibit similar characteristics to DAT KD 

mice, including hyperactivity and enhanced striatal dopamine transmission (Drenan et 

al., 2008). Though these similarities do not necessarily implicate specific α6*nAChR 

dysregulation in DAT KD mice, downregulation of this receptor class may nevertheless 

account for the nicotine-mediated modification of their behavioral profile, possibly via 

partial normalization of striatal dopamine signaling. Future work with specific nicotinic 

compounds applied directly to the striatum is needed to address this hypothesis.

Future investigations should also examine the contributions of other neuromodulatory 

systems to the effect profile of nicotine, particularly serotonin. Accumulating evidence 

suggests that the attenuation of hyperactivity by psychostimulants is mediated by the 

serotonin system (Gainetdinov et al., 1999); furthermore, direct enhancement of serotonergic 

signaling via fluoxetine, quipazine, and brexpiprazole normalized the behavioral phenotypes 

of DAT knockout and DAT KD mice (Gainetdinov et al., 1999; Milienne-Petiot et al., 2017). 

Nicotine increases serotonin release in the rat frontal cortex in vivo (Ribeiro et al., 1993) 

and rat striatum in vitro via nAChR-dependent mechanisms (Westfall et al., 1983), making 

this system an enticing target for future study. As mentioned above, however, care must be 

taken in differentiating between overall locomotion and specific exploration. As indicated by 

its significant attenuation of holepoking behavior and only borderline effects on transitions 

and distance traveled, nicotine seems to preferentially target the latter behavioral dimension 

versus the former. Brexpiprazole, meanwhile, decreased only transitions in DAT KD mice 

(Milienne-Petiot et al., 2017), and fluoxetine and quipazine (though yet to be assessed 

in DAT mutant mice in the BPM) mediated major reductions in horizontal movement in 

DAT knockout mice (Gainetdinov et al., 1999). This apparent difference in effect profile 

between nicotine and serotonergic drugs is not in itself discouraging, however. The serotonin 

system comprises many receptor subtypes with different, sometimes opposing, effects in 

the BPM (Geyer, 1995), none of which have been individually investigated in the context 

of specific exploration in genetically hyperdopaminergic mice. Therefore, while nicotine 

primarily attenuates different aspects of hyperactivity than those non-specific and mixed-

action serotonergic drugs mentioned above (Maeda et al., 2014; Oosterhof et al., 2014), it 

remains possible that its effects are mediated via specific serotonin receptor populations.

Studies of the effects of nicotine on cognition in the DAT KD mouse are also warranted. 

In addition to the robust motor and exploratory profiles discussed above, BD mania is also 

characterized by inattention and risky decision making, as is readily apparent in the 5-choice 

continuous performance test (5C-CPT) and Iowa Gambling Task, respectively. Both of these 

tasks are translatable across species, and indeed, DAT KD mice exhibit performance deficits 
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that are consistent with those observed in BD mania patients (Young et al., 2019, 2011). 

Given that nicotine improves CPT performance in healthy humans (Levin et al., 1998) 

and WT mice (Young et al., 2013), a logical next step would be to determine whether 

nicotine remediates cognitive deficits in DAT KD mice. Indeed, nicotine has already been 

noted to exert potentially pro-cognitive and protective effects in BD patients; specifically, 

cigarette-smoking BD inpatients scored higher on tasks of memory and language than 

their nonsmoking counterparts at admission and discharge (Caldirola et al., 2013). Nicotine 

withdrawal, meanwhile, worsens cognitive performance in both humans and animals (Hall 

et al., 2015; Higa et al., 2017) and places BD patients at an increased risk for symptom 

recurrence (Thomson et al., 2015). The effects of acute and chronic withdrawal on DAT KD 

mice is therefore also worthy of study, the results of which may serve to partially explain 

the lower rates of smoking cessation rates observed amongst BD patients versus the general 

population (Jackson et al., 2015).

We did not observe any remediation of DAT KD mania-like behaviors following sub-chronic 

suramin administration (Fig. 2A–F). Although no studies have assessed the effects of 

suramin on BD patients, suramin has been shown to remediate symptoms of autism 

spectrum disorder (ASD) in both humans and mouse models. In a small study of male 

patients with ASD, suramin administration improved language and social interaction, and 

reduced repetitive behaviors (Naviaux et al., 2017); similarly, suramin restored normal 

social behaviors and novelty preference in mouse models of ASD (Naviaux et al., 2014, 

2013). Although the present data do not suggest a role for suramin in the management 

of mania, reduction of purinergic signaling via other drugs (e.g., allopurinol) remediated 

mania symptoms in BD patients (Akhondzadeh et al., 2006; Machado-Vieira et al., 2008). 

Interpretation of the present data is limited by suramin’s lack of receptor specificity – though 

popularly described as an inhibitor of the purinergic system, suramin also antagonizes 

dopaminergic (Beindl et al., 1996), adrenergic (Huang et al., 1990), glutamatergic (Peoples 

and Li, 1998), and opioid (Butler et al., 1988) receptors via destabilization of the ternary 

complex. The absence of effect on WT and DAT KD behavior may therefore be a cumulative 

result of suramin simultaneously interacting with opposing receptor classes, rather than of 

specific purinergic antagonism. Compounds that target specific purinergic receptors will be 

critical in determining the contribution of purinergic dysfunction to mania-related behaviors.

Subchronic resveratrol, previously demonstrated to upregulate striatal DAT expression in 

female WT mice (Di Liberto et al., 2012), also confirmed here in DAT KD mice (Fig. 

4), did not significantly affect locomotion (Fig. 3A–C), rearing behavior (Fig. 3E), or path 

trajectory (Fig. 3F) in either WT or DAT KD mice, thought it did increase holepoking 

behavior in DAT KD mice only (Fig. 3D). The absence of treatment × genotype interactions 

on locomotion variables – and especially the genotype-specific increase in holepoking – 

was surprising, as the DAT-enhancing effect of resveratrol was expected to directly address 

the genetic modification of DAT KD mice and at least partially remediate their behavioral 

abnormalities. This lack of normalization was not likely a result of sub-optimal study 

parameters, given that the previously reported effect of resveratrol on striatal DAT was 

confirmed in both WT and DAT KD mice via Western blot analysis (Di Liberto et al., 2012). 

It therefore appears that upregulating striatal DAT is not sufficient to remediate mania-like 

symptoms in DAT KD mice. Given that the DAT gene is non-specifically knocked down in 
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DAT KD mice, and the consequent reduction in DAT expression therefore not limited to a 

single structure (e.g., the striatum), the overall absence of effect of resveratrol may indicate 

that the mania-like profile of DAT KD mice is mediated by altered dopamine dynamics 

elsewhere in the brain. Furthermore, it remains unknown whether the effects of resveratrol 

on DAT expression are limited to the striatum, as studies investigating this interaction 

have so far only examined this one general area. Given the significantly decreased DAT 

availability observed in the BD dorsal striatum (Anand et al., 2011), more targeted study is 

certainly justified.

The DAT KD mouse is a robust model of mania-relevant behaviors (Kwiatkowski et al., 

2019) that, when assessed in the BPM, provides a pharmacologically valid means by which 

to screen potential anti-mania therapeutics. The present findings suggest a role for chronic 

cholinergic agonism in the management of mania symptoms, especially those related to 

specific exploration. Targeted studies of specific brain regions implicated in BD pathology 

are needed to elucidate the mechanisms underlying this attenuation. Future studies should 

also utilize nAChR subtype-specific compounds in order to identify receptor subtypes that 

may be targeted for the remediation of mania symptoms.
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Highlights

• Novel therapeutics are needed for the symptoms of bipolar mania

• Dopamine transporter knockdown (DAT KD) mice recreate 

hyperdopaminergia of mania

• DAT KD mice exhibit a mania-like profile in the behavioral pattern monitor 

(BPM)

• Chronic nicotine partially remediates hyperexploratory BPM profile of DAT 

KD mice

• Subchronic suramin or resveratrol do not remediate the DAT KD BPM profile
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Figure 1. Chronic nicotine partially remediated the hyperactivity phenotype of DAT KD mice.
DAT KD mice displayed increased levels of overall activity and locomotion relative to WT 

controls. Chronic nicotine decreased activity (counts and distance traveled) in DAT KD 

mice only, partially normalizing their characteristic hyperactivity (A-C). Genotype did not 

affect exploratory holepoking, though chronic nicotine tended to reduce this behavior across 

groups. Planned analyses revealed that nicotine significantly reduced holepoking in DAT 

KD mice only (D). DAT KD mice exhibited increased rearing behavior compared to WT 

mice, with no effect of nicotine (E). DAT KD mice demonstrated significantly straighter 

path trajectories than WT controls, as measured by spatial d, with no main or interactive 

effects of nicotine (F). Data presented as mean ±S.E.M. †=p<0.05 vs VEH; #=p<0.10 vs 

VEH; **=p<0.01; ***=p<0.001.
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Figure 2. Subchronic suramin did not affect locomotor or exploratory behavior in DAT KD or 
WT mice.
Regardless of sex or suramin treatment, DAT KD mice exhibited higher activity and 

locomotion than WT controls (A-C). Regardless of suramin treatment, male DAT KD mice 

exhibited lower levels of holepoking behavior relative to all other groups (D). DAT KD 

mice displayed more rearing behavior than WT littermates, but no effects of sex or suramin 

treatment were observed (E). DAT KD mice exhibited lower spatial d values than WT 

mice regardless of sex or suramin treatment. Data presented as mean ±S.E.M. *=p<0.05; 

**=p<0.01; ***=p<0.001.
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Figure 3. Subchronic resveratrol did not affect the hyperactive profile of DAT KD mice, but 
non-specifically increased exploration.
DAT KD mice displayed a hyperactive profile that was resistant to the effects of 

subchronic resveratrol (A-C). DAT KD- and resveratrol-treated mice demonstrated increased 

holepoking behavior relative to WT- and vehicle-treated controls, both of which effects were 

seemingly driven by the resveratrol-treated DAT KD group (D). DAT KD mice displayed 

increased rearing behavior compared to WT mice, but no effect of resveratrol treatment was 

observed (E). DAT KD mice displayed lower spatial d values than WT mice, regardless 

of resveratrol treatment. Data presented as mean ±S.E.M. †=p<0.05 vs VEH; *=p<0.05; 

**=p<0.01; ***=p<0.001.
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Figure 4. Subchronic resveratrol administration increased striatal DAT expression in DAT KD 
and WT mice.
DAT expression was normalized to vehicle treatment (1.0). Thus, genotype-specific analyses 

revealed that, relative to vehicle, resveratrol administration induced a 1.13 fold-change 

in striatal DAT expression in WT mice, and a 1.55 fold-change in DAT KD mic. Vehicle-

treated DAT KD mice expressed ~10% of vehicle-treated WT DAT levels, and resveratrol-

treated DAT KD mice expressed ~15% of vehicle-treated WT DAT levels. Data presented as 

mean ±S.E.M. †=p<0.05 vs VEH
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